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Abstract This research note examines whether trade competition abets regula-
tory races in the environmental area+ To analyze trade competition, we develop a new
measure, structural equivalence, which assesses competitive threats that a country faces
from other countries whose firms export the same products to the same destination
countries+ Employing this new measure, we analyze air pollution intensity ~sulfur diox-
ide or SO2! and water pollution intensity ~biochemical oxygen demand or BOD! for
a panel of 140 countries for the time period 1980–2003+We find that trade competi-
tion is a significant predictor of water pollution intensity among structurally equiva-
lent countries+ We then test separately whether trade competition abets upward and
downward regulatory races+ We find that in the case of water pollution, countries
respond symmetrically to downward and upward races, that is, they follow their struc-
turally equivalent competitor countries both when they ratchet down their regula-
tions and when they ratchet up regulations+ In the case of air pollution, however,
countries are responsive to downward policy changes only in competitor countries+

This research note develops a new measure of trade competition, structural equiv-
alence, and tests it in the context of the trade–environment debate+1 This measure
captures competition among countries that export similar products to the same
overseas markets+We outline a new way to think about trade competition because
much of the trade–environment literature tends to incorrectly equate trade compe-
tition with trade salience, the trade to gross domestic product ~GDP! ratio+ Not
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surprisingly, the empirical findings of previous research tend to be inconsistent:
some studies find higher levels of trade salience to be associated with lower pol-
lution levels,2 while others find just the opposite+3

The trade–environment debate is a part of a broader literature on whether inter-
national trade abets regulatory races+4 The regulatory race hypothesis suggests that
because governments tend to view themselves in situations of strategic interdepen-
dence with other countries, governments are motivated to respond to regulatory
policies of competing countries+5 The trade salience ~trade0GDP!, however, does
not capture this sort of strategic interdependence because it is not a relational mea-
sure+While it gives us a sense of the dependence of a country on trade, it does not
necessarily tell us about competitive threats from specific countries+ Consider a
country with a high trade salience, which is also a monopoly exporter of a scarce
commodity+ This country does not face strategic interdependence in its export mar-
kets because it has no competitor country whose firms can make inroads into its
market share+ Consequently, it does not have the incentives to change its regula-
tory policies in response to changes in policies of other countries+ To uncover the
mechanisms of regulatory races, we need to identify the competitor countries and
their regulatory policies+ Only with this information can we examine how trade
competition might encourage strategic behavior in the regulatory arena, thereby
leading to regulatory races+

Typically, a country faces competitive challenges from a variety of countries
whose environmental regulatory policies exhibit varying levels of stringency+ As
previously mentioned, trade salience does not tell us why competitive pressure
from a given country might prevail, or how pressure from different countries might
be aggregated+ In contrast, structural equivalence, as a measure of trade competi-
tion, enables us to aggregate pressures arising from different competitors with vary-
ing levels of regulatory stringency to estimate the levels and direction of the “net
competitive pressure” that a country needs to consider+

We test our measure of trade competition in the context of the trade–environment
debate by examining a panel of 140 countries for the time period 1980–2003+ We
find that structural equivalence is significantly associated with regulatory races,
while trade salience is not associated with regulatory races+ This leads us to exam-
ine whether countries respond symmetrically to the varying regulatory stringenc-
ies of their structurally equivalent competitors+ Are they equally prone to ratchet
down and ratchet up in response to competitive pressures? After all, a positive and
statistically significant coefficient of the structural equivalence variable is consis-
tent with a race to the bottom as well as a race to the top+ Konisky’s work is

2+ Li and Reuveny 2006+
3+ Lopez 2003+
4+ See Kahler 1998; and Drezner 2001+
5+ According to Lake and Powell 1999, 7–8, “a situation is strategic if an actor’s ability to further

its ends depends on the actions others take+” Franzese and Hays 2008 suggest that strategic interdepen-
dence exists if the marginal utility of an actor depends on the actions of others+
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instructive in this regard because he demonstrates that the policy response of a
given jurisdiction when its competing jurisdictions have tougher laws needs to be
examined separately from when competitors have more lenient laws+6 Testing for
a race to the bottom separately from a race to the top, we find that in the case of
water pollution, countries respond symmetrically to downward and upward races,
that is, they follow their structurally equivalent competitor countries both when
they ratchet down their regulations and when they ratchet up regulations+ In the
case of air pollution, however, countries are only responsive to downward policy
changes in competitor countries+

The usefulness of structural equivalence as a measure of trade competition
extends beyond the trade–environment literature+We believe it is particularly well
suited to study how trade competition drives the cross-country diffusion of rules,
norms, and practices+7 Diffusion scholars tend to observe competitive pressures
either in terms of bilateral trade patterns without making any distinction among
the types of goods being traded8 or in terms of industry-level export profiles with-
out making a distinction in the destination of these exports+9 Both of these mea-
sures of trade competition can mislead+ In the former, two countries exporting to
the same overseas market might export different products and therefore do not
compete with each other+ In the latter, two countries exporting similar products
might target different overseas markets+ Here again, they cannot be considered as
competitors who are likely to respond strategically to each other’s policies+A com-
pelling measure of trade competition must therefore reflect both the bilateral and
sectoral dimensions of trade+ Competing actors tend to believe that they are locked
into something like a zero-sum game: if I get a share of a particular overseas mar-
ket for a particular product, you cannot+ This serves as a powerful motivation to
respond to the policies of the competitor that might put the focal country at a
disadvantage+ On this count, structural equivalence is a superior measure because
it captures the competitive challenge from countries whose firms export the same
products to the same overseas markets+

Theoretical Approach

We use structural equivalence, a concept from social network analysis, to under-
stand positions of specific countries in the trading network+ Borgatti and Everett
note that “actors who are connected in the same way to the rest of the network are
said to be equivalent and to occupy the same position+”10 Two countries that are
geographically distant may have little direct contact with each other in the global

6+ Konisky 2007+
7+ See Simmons and Elkins 2004; Lee and Strang 2006; and Elkins, Guzman, and Simmons 2006+
8+ Lee and Strang 2006+
9+ Guler, Guillén, and MacPherson 2002+

10+ Borgatti and Everett 1992, 2–3+
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economy+ But if the countries are connected to the rest of the world market in a
similar fashion, that is, if they export the same products to the same foreign mar-
kets, they can be said to occupy a similar network position in international com-
merce+ This is likely to induce competition between them because from the buyer’s
perspective, they are substitutable+ Of course, it is rare to observe exact structural
equivalence in large networks of binary relationships and even harder to find it in
valued networks ~such as trade or communication networks!, where the tie is not
simply an indicator of presence or absence of a certain relationship but a measure-
ment of the strength of this relationship ~such as the volume of information flow
and trade flows!+ Following the established practice in the social network analy-
sis, we employ the correlation of the two actors’ profiles of connections to capture
the degree of their structural equivalence+11

Structurally equivalent countries have strong incentives to be more competitive
than others to secure or maintain access to the same overseas market+ One way to
achieve an advantage, especially for developing countries that often compete on
cost rather than quality, is to lower their production and regulatory costs+12 At the
national level, governments with incentives to create a “business-friendly environ-
ment” seek to reduce regulatory costs+ Countries avoid enacting new laws and
even laxly enforcing the existing ones with the aim to lower firms’ production and
regulatory costs+13 In competitor countries, these policies and practices are likely
to be watched and mimicked, thereby creating a vicious circle in which all coun-
tries have incentives to follow one another toward environmental neglect+14 There-
fore, we propose the following key hypothesis:

H1: A country’s domestic pollution intensity levels are positively related to those
of its structurally equivalent competitor countries because these countries engage
in competitive races in environmental regulations and their enforcement.

On the other hand, one could argue that domestic pollution levels simply reflect
trade salience, irrespective of the policies of trade competitors+ Therefore we add
an alternative hypothesis:

11+ See Snyder and Kick 1979; Nemeth and Smith 1985; Smith and White 1992; and Mahutga
2006+

12+ Jaffe et al+ 1995+
13+ While pollution abatement costs might not seem very high, they are relevant for competitive

concerns of costs at the margin ~as opposed to total cost!+ Regulatory costs also effect productivity
levels+ Gray and Shadbegian 1995 find that an increase of $1 in abatement costs is associated with
lower productivity of the order of $1+74 for paper mills, $1+35 for oil refineries, and $3+28 for steel
mills based on studies of U+S+ manufacturing plants from 1972 to 1992+ Lower productivity further
erodes a country’s competitiveness and position in global markets+

14+ This does not imply that policymakers constantly watch one another and have perfect informa-
tion regarding pollution laws in their competitor countries+ We expect that competitive pressure and
information about competitors’ policies will flow through a variety of “fire alarms” and “police patrols”
channels ~such as chambers of commerce, competitiveness surveys, business press, trade journals, and
so on! to the bounded rational policymakers+
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H2: A country’s domestic pollution intensity levels are correlated with its trade
salience (trade/GDP).

Data

Dependent Variable

Arguably, to test the regulatory race hypothesis one should examine how regula-
tory stringency in a given country responds to the regulatory changes in countries
that are structurally equivalent in the trade network+ This strategy poses two prob-
lems+ First, one cannot find systematic longitudinal data on stringency of environ-
mental regulations for a sufficient cross-section of countries+ Second, there is often
a gap between laws on the books ~de jure! and laws in practice ~de facto!: simply
put, environmental laws might be enacted but not enforced+ Indeed, in the United
States, there is persistent underfunding of the Environmental Protection Agency,
especially the enforcement wing, rendering the organization unable to properly
enforce its own regulations+15 Even with stringent laws on the books, govern-
ments might cut enforcement budgets, reduce penalties for enforcement viola-
tions, and adopt administrative policies, all of which undermine enforcement
effectiveness+ In effect, governments can ~and do! diminish regulatory stringency
without rewriting the law+ Given these limitations, we assess levels of regulatory
stringency, our dependent variable, in terms of their implication for competitive-
ness: pollution intensity ~pollution0GDP!+ When existing laws are stringent and
enforced, pollution intensity is low, all else equal+ This would translate into higher
regulatory costs for domestic firms+ By the same token, if laws are not stringent
and0or not enforced, pollution intensity is high, all else equal+16 This would trans-
late into lower regulatory costs for domestic firms+

Why not use pollution per capita as the dependent variable? We believe that
pollution intensity is more relevant for our theoretical story based on trade com-
petition because it captures environmental regulatory costs for every unit of GDP+
Pollution per capita does not reflect such cost pressures+ In addition, per capita
pollution can be unduly influenced by the population of the country+ Hence, we
measure competitive pressures that bear upon domestic environmental policies in
terms of pollution intensities in structurally equivalent countries+

We employ two response variables, one for air pollution—sulfur dioxide ~SO2!—
and one for water pollution—biochemical oxygen demand ~BOD!+ For SO2, the
variable is reported in ~logged! grams of SO2 per unit of gross domestic product

15+ See Fiorino 2006; and Potoski and Prakash 2005+
16+ Regulatory stringency is less likely to vary over time and is likely to be captured by the lagged

dependent variables and fixed country effects in the empirical analysis+ Enforcement stringency, how-
ever, is likely to vary overtime+ Thus, the pollution intensity measures are likely to reflect enforcement
stringency dimension of the regulatory system+
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~measured in constant 2000 dollars based on purchasing power parity!+17 For water
pollution, the variable is reported in ~logged! grams of BOD per unit of gross
domestic product ~also measured in constant 2000 dollars based on purchasing
power parity!+18

For several reasons, SO2 and BOD serve as excellent proxies for the stringency
of environmental regulations+ SO2 and BOD are outcomes of production pro-
cesses and tend to be regulated pollutants+19 Air and water quality are important
indicators of how economic actors respect or neglect the environment+ Further-
more, abatement technologies are available for both SO2 and BOD+ Because these
technologies have nontrivial costs, their adoption and the consequent reductions
in pollution levels are likely to be influenced by competitiveness concerns+

Additionally, since we are using a panel design to test the regulatory race argu-
ment, we need to focus on response variables for which data are available for a
relatively long time series+20 Indeed, longitudinal data for SO2 and BOD emis-
sions are available for both developed and developing countries+ Finally, by using
SO2 and BOD variables, we are consistent with the established practice in exist-
ing literatures+ Given that our work challenges an important finding in these liter-
atures, namely the key role of overall trade salience in driving pollution intensity
levels, using SO2 and BOD as response variables should enable us to engage with
a variety of audiences across the social sciences+

Independent Variables

To capture competition among countries that target the same export markets with
similar products, we calculate pair-wise structural equivalence based on sector-
level bilateral trade data+ We employ the United Nations’ Standard International
Trade Classification ~SITC! to identify ten broad trade sectors in international com-
merce: ~1! food and live animals directly for food; ~2! beverages and tobacco; ~3!
crude materials, inedible, except fuels; ~4! mineral fuels, lubricants, and related
materials; ~5! animal and vegetable oils, fats, and waxes; ~6! chemical and related
products; ~7! manufactured goods, classified chiefly by material; ~8! machinery
and transport equipment; ~9! miscellaneous manufactured articles; and ~10! com-
modities and transactions not classified elsewhere+

Structural equivalence is calculated by taking the correlation between two coun-
tries’ exports at both bilateral and sector levels+ Therefore, a given country’s “export
profile” is composed of k � ~n � 1! elements in which n is the total number of
countries, and k is the number of trade sectors+ Data for dyadic sector-level trade

17+ The SO2 data are from Stern 2005+
18+ Data are from the World Development Indicators+ See World Bank 2008+
19+ We do not consider carbon dioxide as a response variable primarily because it tends to be non-

regulated in most countries and therefore not a good proxy of regulatory stringency+
20+ This is the key reason why we do not employ response variables such as NOx emissions as in Li

and Reuveny 2006 and carbon footprint as in York, Rosa, and Dietz 2003+
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are from the United Nations’ Comtrade online database+21 This data set covers
international commerce at the dyadic level since 1962 and for different commod-
ities detailed to the level of five-digits SITC+ Aggregating bilateral trade to the
one-digit level yields the ten distinct sectors that we just described+22 A correla-
tion matrix of each country’s exports across the ten trade sectors and to all other
countries is then generated to capture this structural similarity+

The value of correlation capturing the structural equivalence between countries
i and j in a given year t ~struc+equivi, j, t ! is bounded between �1 and 1, with 1
representing complete structural equivalence of two countries+ This means these
countries have the exact same profiles of bilateral exports to other countries across
ten sectors of trade+ The value of �1, on the other hand, captures the situation
where two countries share the most dissimilar export profiles+23

While countries naturally compete in different export markets, only those export-
ing the same products to the same export market are likely to consider one another
competitors+We assume, therefore, that for any country i , export-induced compet-
itive pressures only come from countries that have a positive score of structural
equivalence with i , that is, only when struc+equivi, j, t � 0+ For country i , the influ-
ence from a competing exporter j in year t in setting its environmental standards
can be summarized as struc+equivi, j, t 0(j�i

n struc+equivi, j, t + Note that we have stan-
dardized struc+equivi, j, t by (j�i

n struc+equivi, j, t ,24 which is the sum of the total
competitive pressure faced by country i from all its competitors+25

If country i ’s decision to set its environmental standards is influenced by the deci-
sions of its key trade competitor countries, we expect its pollution intensity indi-
cators are associated with the weighted average levels of these pollution intensities
in competitor countries+ We therefore use this standardized structural equivalence
score to weight the pollution intensities ~SO2 and BOD! in country i ’s competitor
countries: (j�i

n ~struc+equivi, j, t 0(j�i
n struc+equivi, j, t ! � Emissionj, t is therefore the

weighted average of country i ’s competitor countries’ pollution intensities+ This is
calculated separately for air pollution ~SO2! and water pollution ~BOD!+

21+ United Nations 2008+
22+ While we appreciate the advantages of disaggregating bilateral export data beyond the sector level,

the data quality decreases when one moves to higher-digits levels ~for example, larger numbers of miss-
ing values!+ For more discussion on data quality at higher-digits SITC levels, see Mahutga 2006+

23+ Arguably, some countries might have zero trade for all the k � ~n � 1! elements in export
profile and this might inflate the structural equivalence measure+ We checked the Comtrade data and
we find that there are very few countries that have zero trade values and much more have missing
values ~our sense is that the Comtrade data assign missing values as default unless there is an accurate
number for the data point!+ When we take correlation between countries’ export profiles to calculate
structural equivalence, we only use complete pairs of observations, that is, those without missing val-
ues+ Therefore, the concern that zero or very low bilateral trade values may inflate the structural equiv-
alence measure is unlikely to cause biased estimates given the data structure in the Comtrade data set+

24+ (j�i
n struc+equivi, j, t � struc+equivi, l, t � {{{ � struc+equivi, j, t � {{{ � struc+equivi, n, t , j � i +

25+ In other words, we posit that j ’s influence on i is a relative term, defined by the relative impor-
tance of j ’s competitive pressure on i ~struc+equivi, j, t ! to the total competitive pressure faced by i from
all its competitors ~(j�i

n struc+equivi, j, t !+
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Note that the weighted average of country i ’s competitor countries’ environ-
ment outcome indicator can be considered as a typical spatial lag term in a spatial
lag model+ The difference is that the weight is defined by structural equivalence in
trade instead of geographical proximity+ We therefore use a simpler notation
wi, j, t

Struc+Equiv+ for structural equivalence in trade+ Further, the notation yt can be
thought of as a vector containing pollution intensity levels, Emissionj, t for all coun-
tries in year t+ The pressure from competitor countries regarding environmental
regulations, as reflected in the weighted average of country i ’s competitor coun-
tries’ pollution intensities, can therefore be expressed as a spatial lag term:
wi, t

Struc+Equiv+yt +26

In addition to trade competition, our model controls for trade salience ~the sum
of imports and exports as a percentage of GDP! which has been used extensively
in the trade–environment research+ Trade could also influence pollution intensities
via pressures from importing markets+ Vogel’s “California Effect” suggests that
bilateral trade serves as a mechanism for the diffusion of importing countries’
environmental standards to exporting countries+27 The key mechanisms are cus-
tomer and supplier pressure emanating from the importing country+28 For country
i , the pressure via the California Effect to adopt specific types of environmental
standards can be captured by calculating the weighted average of country i ’s export
destination countries’ pollution levels+ For country i , the weight for an export des-
tination country j is determined by the relative importance of country j to country
i as an export market: the higher is the salience of a given overseas market in a
country’s exports, the more the country is likely to follow its environmental stan-
dards+ Numerically, this relative importance for a given year t can be measured as
the ratio of i ’s exports to j ~Exportsi, j, t ! to i ’s total exports ~Exportsi, t ! of that
year+29 Therefore, the weighted average of country i ’s export destination coun-
tries’ emission levels can be expressed as (j�i

n ~Exportsi, j, t 0Exportsi, t ! � Emis-
sionj, t , where Emissionj, t is the emission level in country i ’s export destination
country j for year t+

Again, note that Exportsi, j, t 0Exportsi, t can also be considered as a spatial weight
in a spatial model to capture the California Effect ~wi, j, t

California! from country j to i
in year t+ This measure is not defined by geographical distance as in a typical
spatial model, but by the strength of export ties in international trade networks+

26+ We can use a simple notation Wt
Struc+Equiv+ to represent the whole weight0connectivity matrix to

capture the effects of trade competition among countries for year t: Wt
Struc+Equiv+ is an N by N weight0

connectivity matrix ~N equals the number of countries!; wi, t
Struc+Equiv+ is therefore the ith row of the

matrix and wi, j, t
Struc+Equiv+ ~that is, struc+equivi, j, t 0(j�i

n struc+equivi, j, t ! is the j th element in this row that
reflects the influence ~via the mechanism of trade competition! of country j on i in year t+ y1 is a vector
containing pollution intensity levels for all countries in year t: the j th element of yt is therefore Emis-
sionj, t + We follow standard notations for scalars ~italic, for example, wi, j, t

Struc+Equiv+!, vectors ~bold lower-
case, for example, wi, t

Struc+Equiv+!, and matrices ~bold upper-case, for example, Wt
Struc+Equiv+! in this

research note+
27+ Vogel 1995+
28+ Prakash and Potoski 2006+
29+ Bilateral exports data are from IMF’s Direction of Trade Statistics ~CD-ROM!+
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Therefore, the whole term of bilateral exports weighted emission levels can be
expressed as a spatial lag term ~wi, t

California yt !+30

Inward foreign direct investment ~FDI! is another important factor that might
impact domestic pollution levels+We measure a host country’s overall dependence
on inward FDI ~fdi stock! based on the argument that, irrespective of the FDI’s
source, higher levels of inward FDI influence host countries’ pollution levels+ fdi
stock is calculated as a host country’s total inward FDI stock as a percentage of
its GDP+31

Regarding domestic drivers of environmental policy, we focus on the domestic
regime type ~polity!+ It is fair to say that the debate on the relationship between
democracy and pollution levels is largely unresolved+ We use the annualized Pol-
ity score, which ranges from �10 for highly authoritarian states to �10 for highly
democratic societies, to gauge the effect of regime type on pollution intensity+We
include both gdp per capita ~in purchasing power parity! and its squared term in
the baseline model to capture the curvilinear relationship between wealth and pol-
lution levels ~the Environmental Kuznets Curve!+We also control for gdp growth
rate+ While higher growth rates often require more intensive use of resources and
lead to higher levels of pollution, they may also encourage technological advance-
ment and human capital accumulation that might eventually improve environmen-
tal quality+ Thus, the directionality of the effect of growth on pollution is not clear+

Our model includes the share of industrial production in GDP because the
industrial sector often exhibits higher levels of pollution intensity in relation to
service and agricultural sectors+Moreover, to account for the extent to which coun-
tries rely on oil exports, our model includes a variable measuring the share of
fuel exports in total exports+ The conventional wisdom holds that fuel produc-
tion is associated with higher levels of pollution intensity, especially for develop-
ing countries+ We also include two demographic variables, population density
~population0land area! and urban population ~as a share of total population! to
control for demographic influences on pollution levels+32

Model and Empirical Findings

We model levels of pollution per unit of GDP in country i in year t as a function
of trade competition, trade salience, California effect, inward FDI stock, and a
battery of country-specific variables+ The model can be written as:

30+ We use a simpler notation Wt
California to represent the whole weight matrix to capture the Cali-

fornia Effect of bilateral exports on emission levels among all countries for year t: Wt
California is again

an N by N connectivity matrix in which wi, t
California is the ith row of the connectivity matrix and

wi, j, t
California is the j th element in this row that reflects the influence ~via the California Effect! of country

j on i in year t+
31+ Data are from UNCTAD 2008+
32+ Data on GDP per capita, GDP growth rate, industrial production, oil exports, population den-

sity, and urban population are from the World Development Indicators+ See World Bank 2008+
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yi, t � b0 � wyi, t�1 � x i, t b � Irwi, t�1
* yt�1 � Ci � Tt � «i, t ~1!

where b0 is the population intercept, wyi, t�1 captures the effects of lagged depen-
dent variable yi, t�1, and xi, tb the effects of country-specific characteristics such
as polity, GDP per capita, and population density+ Irwi, t�1

* yt�1 represents the two
temporarily lagged spatial lag terms of the network diffusion effects: structural
equivalence in trade, that is, the weighted average of trade competitor countries’
pollution intensity levels ~rs+e+wi, t�1

Struc+Equiv+yt�1! and the California Effect through
bilateral exports, that is, the weighted average of importing countries’ pollution
intensity levels ~rCalifornia wi, t�1

California yt�1!+ Here, Ir represents the two spatial coef-
ficients that we estimate to capture the effects of trade competition ~rs+e+! and Cal-
ifornia Effect of trade ~rCalifornia! on environmental outcomes respectively+ Notice
that in order to mitigate the simultaneity bias in the estimation of spatial lag mod-
els, the spatial lags ~ Irwi, t�1

* yt�1! are lagged by one year+33 The assumption here
is that outcomes in country i get influenced by outcomes in other connected coun-
tries after a time lag+ Lagging the spatial lag has become a common practice in
some of the recent studies of policy diffusion and neighborhood effects on policy
choices,34 mainly because it provides a simpler way to estimate the strength of
interdependence ~by simple ordinary least squares ~OLS! regression! in relation to
a spatial maximum likelihood approach ~spatial ML! and spatial two-stage-least-
squares instrumental variable approach ~2SLS!+35 However, this strategy of lag-
ging the spatial lag terms is based on a strong assumption, that is, the absence of
instantaneous effect+36 Moreover, in the analysis of spatial interdependence, it is
of great importance that common external shocks ~for example, oil crisis! are con-
trolled and distinguished from interdependence+37 Equation ~1! therefore includes
year dummy variables ~Tt ! to control for potential common shocks+ Finally, we
allow for cross-sectional heterogeneity by including country fixed effects ~Ci !+

33+ Beck, Gleditsch, and Beardsley 2006+
34+ See Lee and Strang 2006; and Elkins, Guzman, and Simmons 2006+
35+ Recent efforts by Robert Franzese and Jude Hays have made spatial maximum likelihood approach

~spatial ML! easier to implement for time-series cross-sectional data, see, for example, Franzese and
Hays 2006 and 2008+ For other estimators, such as the Arellano and Bond’s estimator, to model spatial
effect, see Perkins and Neumayer 2008+

36+ Meanwhile, lagging the spatial lags and estimating the spatial lag model by simple ordinary
least squares ~OLS! can only be a sound solution to the simultaneity bias if the errors, «i, t in equation
~1!, are serially independent+ If «i, t is not serially independent, for example, when «i, t follows an AR~1!
process, that is, «i, t � g«i, t�1 � hi, t , equation ~1! becomes yi, t � b0 � wyi, t�1 � x i, t b � Irwi, t�1

* yt�1

� Ci � Tt � g«i, t�1 � hi, t + Notice that «i, t�1 is the error term for the right-hand-side variable yi, t�1+
The fact that they are both at the right-hand side of the equation gives rise to simultaneity bias+ Includ-
ing a lagged dependent variable ~wyi, t�1! often helps to mitigate serial correlation in the errors, but
there is no guarantee+ Therefore, using a Lagrange Multiplier test, we test the existence of serial
correlation in error terms after estimating equation ~1! by OLS+ We find no serial correlation in the
empirical models reported in the following section+ We use the bgtest() command of the lmtest pack-
age in R+

37+ See Plümper and Neumayer 2010+
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TABLE 1. Modeling SO2 emission per unit of GDP, 1981 to 2003

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

Coef. [s Coef. [s Coef. [s

structural equivalence of trade: rse 0+050 0+030 ~0+08! 0+045 0+032 ~0+14!
trade salience 0+005 0+033 ~0+88! �0+003 0+034 ~0+93! 0+004 0+033 ~0+90!
california effect of trade: rcalifornia 0+007 0+030 ~0+84! 0+015 0+030 ~0+62!

fdi stock (% of gdp) �0+011 0+011 ~0+31! �0+004 0+011 ~0+71! �0+008 0+011 ~0+44!
fuel exports (% of exports) �0+001 0+004 ~0+75! �0+001 0+004 ~0+87! �0+002 0+004 ~0+63!
gdp per capita 0+660 0+350 ~0+06! 0+620 0+371 ~0+10! 0+556 0+353 ~0+12!
gdp per capita2 �0+046 0+021 ~0+03! �0+044 0+022 ~0+05! �0+039 0+021 ~0+06!
industry (% of gdp) 0+003 0+002 ~0+05! 0+004 0+002 ~0+03! 0+003 0+002 ~0+07!
gdp growth �0+004 0+001 ~0+00! �0+003 0+001 ~0+01! �0+004 0+001 ~0+00!
population density 0+109 0+118 ~0+36! 0+162 0+124 ~0+19! 0+131 0+119 ~0+27!
urban population (% of total) 0+007 0+003 ~0+01! 0+008 0+003 ~0+01! 0+007 0+003 ~0+01!
polity 0+005 0+002 ~0+01! 0+005 0+002 ~0+01! 0+005 0+002 ~0+01!

intercept �3+405 1+408 ~0+02! �3+381 1+489 ~0+02! �3+069 1+421 ~0+03!
lagged dependent variable 0+787 0+014 ~0+00! 0+783 0+015 ~0+00! 0+784 0+014 ~0+00!

Adjusted R2 0+969 0+966 0+969
Number of observations/countries 16300134 16440134 16200132

Notes: 1980 enters the analysis in the lagged dependent variable and spatial lags only+ Country and year fixed effects are estimated for all models but not reported because of space
constraints+ p � 6 t 6 data are in parentheses+



Table 1 ~Models 1, 2, and 3! and Table 2 ~Models 4, 5, and 6! present the empir-
ical findings regarding the impact of trade competition on air pollution ~SO2! and
water pollution ~BOD!+ Model 1 reports a statistically significant effect of trade
competition on SO2 emission intensity+ However, in Model 3 in which the Cali-
fornia Effect of trade is also included, there appears to be no significant relation-
ship between trade competition and SO2 emission intensity ~ p � +14 in a two-
tailed test!+Moreover, we do not observe a significant effect of the California Effect
of trade on SO2 emissions as illustrated in Models 2 and 3+ This suggests that
exporting countries’ SO2 emission intensities are not affected by the emission inten-
sities of their overseas destinations+ Importantly, trade salience, the key variable
that previous research has employed to test the link between trade and pollution,
is not significant in any model specifications in Table 1+

Table 2 reports our findings on the effect of trade competition on water pollu-
tion ~BOD!+ We find similar results regarding the effects of the California Effect
and trade salience: the California Effect variable does not have significant effect in
any model specification, suggesting that importing countries’ water pollution inten-
sities do not influence exporting countries’ pollution levels+ Consistent with Table 1,
we find that trade salience is not a significant driver of water pollution ~Table 2!+

The key difference pertains to the effect of trade competition: unlike SO2, we
find a significant and positive correlation between the structural equivalence and
BOD pollution intensity, with or without the inclusion of the California Effect
variable+ The estimated spatial coefficient is around 0+11 in both model specifica-
tions+ This means that if country i ’s trade competitors’ weighted average BOD
discharge intensity increases by one unit ~in log scale! in year t�1, country i ’s
emission level is expected to increase by 0+11 unit ~logged grams per unit of GDP!
in the subsequent year+

What might explain the consistent support for the relationship between struc-
tural equivalence and BOD discharges, but not between structural equivalence
and SO2 emissions? The largest share of SO2 emissions stems from stationary
sources, mostly electricity generation and iron and steel industries+ For most coun-
tries, the products emanating from such activities comprise only a small part of
their overall exports+ In contrast, there are several industries in a typical export-
ing economy that tend to contribute to water pollution+ This suggests that SO2

emissions are likely to be less sensitive to pressures from trade competitors than
BOD discharges+38

Regarding the effects of domestic variables in Tables 1 and 2, only GDP growth
has a consistent and significant effect on both SO2 emissions and BOD discharges+
This negative effect, we suspect, might be a function of technological advance-
ment and human capital accumulation as a result of economic growth+ Other vari-
ables, on the other hand, do not have consistent correlation with SO2 and BOD+

38+ We want to thank one reviewer for kindly pointing out this potential explanation for the differ-
ent effects of trade competition on water and air pollution intensities+
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TABLE 2. Modeling BOD discharge per unit of GDP, 1981 to 2003

Model 4 Model 5 Model 6

Coef. [s Coef. [s Coef. [s

structural equivalence of trade: rse 0+107 0+035 ~0+00! 0+106 0+036 ~0+00!
trade salience �0+002 0+035 ~0+96! 0+005 0+035 ~0+88! �0+000 0+035 ~0+99!
california effect of trace: rcalifornia 0+013 0+029 ~0+66! 0+004 0+030 ~0+88!

fdi stock (% of gdp) �0+021 0+010 ~0+04! �0+021 0+010 ~0+03! �0+021 0+010 ~0+03!
fuel exports (% of exports) �0+005 0+005 ~0+29! �0+007 0+005 ~0+15! �0+005 0+005 ~0+30!
gdp per capita �0+337 0+317 ~0+29! �0+312 0+320 ~0+33! �0+330 0+320 ~0+30!
gdp per capita2 0+008 0+019 ~0+67! 0+006 0+019 ~0+73! 0+008 0+019 ~0+69!
industry (% of gdp) 0+001 0+002 ~0+47! 0+001 0+002 ~0+41! 0+001 0+002 ~0+48!
gdp growth �0+007 0+001 ~0+00! �0+007 0+001 ~0+00! �0+007 0+001 ~0+00!
population density 0+239 0+115 ~0+04! 0+206 0+115 ~0+07! 0+242 0+116 ~0+04!
urban population (% of total) 0+000 0+003 ~0+95! 0+001 0+003 ~0+69! 0+000 0+003 ~0+95!
polity 0+002 0+002 ~0+32! 0+002 0+002 ~0+39! 0+002 0+002 ~0+34!

intercept 1+140 1+302 ~0+38! 1+028 1+315 ~0+43! 1+099 1+319 ~0+40!
lagged dependent variable 0+829 0+018 ~0+00! 0+824 0+018 ~0+00! 0+829 0+018 ~0+00!

Adjusted R2 0+953 0+952 0+952
Number of observations/countries 12950104 12960104 12890103

Notes: 1980 enters the analysis in only the lagged dependent variable and spatial lags+ Country and year fixed effects are estimated for all models but not reported because of space
constraints+ p � 6 t 6 data are in parentheses+



FDI stocks are associated only with lower level of BOD discharges ~see Models 4
to 6 in Table 2!+ The inverted U-shape Kuznets Curve is evident only for SO2

emissions ~see Models 1 to 3 in Table 1!+Also, the salience of the industrial sector
in the GDP is significantly correlated only with SO2 emissions ~Table 1!+ Popula-
tion density increases BOD discharges but not SO2 emissions+ Urban population,
on the other hand, has just the opposite effect: it increases SO2 emissions but not
BOD discharges+ More democratic countries are associated with higher levels of
SO2 emissions but not correlated with BOD discharges+ Finally, salience of oil
exports in overall exports does not affect either air pollution ~SO2! or water pol-
lution ~BOD!+

We also ran our baseline models separately for Cold War and post–Cold War
periods, for non–European Union ~EU! countries and non–Organization for Eco-
nomic Cooperation and Development ~OECD! countries+ The basic finding of a
consistent and significant association between structural equivalence and water pol-
lution intensity holds across all these scenarios+ The statistical association between
trade competition and air pollution intensity, on the other hand, is not consistently
significant+

Controlling for Economic Similarity

One might wonder whether the relationship between pollution and structural equiv-
alence is spurious because both are endogenous to domestic economic structures+
After all, economies with similar sectoral concentrations should exhibit similar
pollution intensity levels as well as similar export profiles+ In Tables 1 and 2 ~Mod-
els 1 to 6!, we employed two variables to control for economic similarity: ~1! the
share of industrial production in GDP because industrial production often gener-
ates more pollution than service and agricultural sectors; and ~2! the share of fuel
exports in total exports because fuel production tends to be highly polluting+ In
addition, we included fixed country effects to control for cross-country heteroge-
neity, part of which is a function of variations in sectoral profiles of national
economies+

Arguably, the above controls imperfectly account for economic similarity+ Ide-
ally, our model should include a similarity indicator for each country-pair in terms
of the sectoral composition of the economy+ To accomplish this, one requires lon-
gitudinal data on domestic production and pollution intensities at the sectoral level
for a sizeable cross-section of countries+ As far as we know, such data covering
most of the countries in our study do not exist+ Thus, we construct reasonable
proxies for economic similarity+ We propose two sets of proxies: ~1! education
and physical infrastructure similarities and ~2! the salience of polluting exports in
overall exports+ For the education–infrastructure proxy, we focus on education and
infrastructure characteristics of the economy+ The assumption is that countries with
similar education and infrastructural profiles are likely to exhibit similar domestic
production profiles+ For the export-based proxy, we employ the share of high pol-
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lution intensity commodity exports in total exports as a proxy for the salience of
pollution intensive sectors in the domestic economy+ These proxies are discussed
below+

Education–Infrastructure Proxy for Economic Similarity

We consider ten indictors of national education characteristics:

1+ Gross intake rate in first grade ~percentage of relevant age group!

2+ Labor force with primary education ~percentage of total!

3+ Labor force with secondary education ~percentage of total!

4+ Labor force with tertiary education ~percentage of total!

5+ Labor skills ~percentage of managers surveyed ranking this as a major busi-
ness constraint!

6+ Literacy rate, adult total ~percentage of people ages fifteen and above!

7+ Net intake rate in grade 1 ~percentage of official school-age population!

8+ Persistence to fifth grade ~percentage of cohort!

9+ Primary completion rate ~percentage of relevant age group!

10+ Progression to secondary school ~percentage!

We also consider the following thirteen indicators to characterize a country’s
infrastructural profile:

1+ Financial information infrastructure index ~0 � less developed to 10 � more
developed!

2+ Fixed line and mobile phone subscribers ~per 1,000 people!

3+ Health expenditure per capita ~current U+S+$!

4+ Information and communication technology expenditure per capita ~U+S+$!

5+ Internet users ~per 1,000 people!

6+ Mobile phone subscribers ~per 1,000 people!

7+ Personal computers ~per 1,000 people!

8+ Rail lines ~route–kilometer per square kilometer!

9+ Researchers in research and development ~per million people!

10+ Roads, total network ~kilometer per square kilometer!

11+ Telephone average cost of call to United States ~U+S+$ per three minutes!

12+ Telephone mainlines ~per 1,000 people!

13+ Vehicles ~per 1,000 people!
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In constructing the education-infrastructure similarity measure, we follow
the logic employed in the construction of trade competition measure ~structural
equivalence!: we take the correlation between country i ’s and j ’s education-
infrastructure profiles ~a total of twenty-three indicators!+39 Following the same
strategy to construct the spatial lag for trade competition, we construct a spatial
lag to capture the effect of economic similarity on countries’ pollution intensity:
(j�i

n wi, j, t
Sim:Educ, Infrast � Emissionj, t is the average pollution intensity of countries

weighted by their similarity with country i in terms of the education-infrastructure
profile+

The empirical findings with the inclusion of the education-infrastructure spa-
tial lag in the model are reported in Table 3+40 Even after controlling for eco-
nomic similarity, we find a significant relationship between structural equivalence
and water pollution ~BOD!+ Consistent with our findings in the previous section,
the relationship between structural equivalence and air pollution ~SO2! is not
significant+41

Export-Based Proxy

In addition to using similarity in education and infrastructure profiles as proxy for
economic similarity, we consider another way to control for this potential con-
founding factor+ We use the share of pollution intensive commodity exports in
total exports as a proxy for the share of pollution intensive domestic sectors in
overall domestic production+ The assumption is that you export what you pro-
duce+ Consistent with recent economic literature on environmental regulations and
trade,42 following Tobey, we identify the following pollution intensive commodi-
ties ~Table 4!+43

We identify commodity groups at three-digits SITC level and employ Feenstra
and colleagues’ trade data+44 As a result of the limited country coverage in this
data set, the number of countries included in our analysis is limited to sixty+ Table 5
reports the empirical findings for both SO2 and BOD after controlling for eco-
nomic similarity in terms of polluting intensive exports+ Even with the inclusion
of this measure of economic similarity, we observe a significant effect of trade
competition on water pollution ~BOD!+ Consistent with our previous find-

39+ Data for education and infrastructure indicators are from the World Development Indicators+
See World Bank 2008+

40+ This new spatial lag is also lagged by one year to mitigate simultaneity bias+
41+ The p-value drops from +08 in Model 1 to +16 in Model 7+
42+ Cole and Elliott 2003+
43+ Tobey 1990+
44+ Feenstra et al+ 2005+ Data are available at: ^http:00cid+econ+ucdavis+edu0&+ Accessed April 2007+

Feenstra et al+ data are provided at the four-digits SITC level, which makes it possible to identify
exports with high pollution levels+ An additional advantage of the Feenstra et al+ data is that they have
fewer missing observations and Feenstra et al+ have adjusted inaccurate values for some important
trading countries+
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TABLE 3. Trade competition and pollution intensity after controlling for economic similarity: using similarity in education
and infrastructure as proxy

Model 7: SO2 Model 8: SO2 Model 9: BOD Model 10: BOD

Coef. [s Coef. [s Coef. [s Coef. [s

structural equivalence of trade: rse 0+042 0+030 ~0+16! 0+036 0+031 ~0+25! 0+108 0+035 ~0+00! 0+107 0+036 ~0+00!
trade salience 0+011 0+032 ~0+73! 0+010 0+032 ~0+75! 0+003 0+035 ~0+93! 0+004 0+035 ~0+91!
california effect of trade: rcalifornia 0+005 0+030 ~0+87! 0+005 0+030 ~0+87!
economic similarity: redu, infrast 0+075 0+071 ~0+29! 0+083 0+071 ~0+24! �0+069 0+053 ~0+20! �0+073 0+054 ~0+18!

fdi stock (% of gdp) �0+012 0+010 ~0+25! �0+009 0+010 ~0+37! �0+021 0+010 ~0+03! �0+021 0+010 ~0+03!
fuel exports (% of exports) �0+000 0+004 ~0+95! �0+001 0+004 ~0+86! �0+005 0+005 ~0+30! �0+005 0+005 ~0+31!
gdp per capita 1+117 0+360 ~0+00! 1+017 0+364 ~0+01! �0+307 0+318 ~0+33! �0+300 0+320 ~0+35!
gdp per capita2 �0+074 0+022 ~0+00! �0+068 0+022 ~0+00! 0+007 0+019 ~0+72! 0+006 0+019 ~0+74!
industry (% of gdp) 0+002 0+002 ~0+28! 0+002 0+002 ~0+36! 0+001 0+002 ~0+48! 0+001 0+002 ~0+49!
gdp growth �0+004 0+001 ~0+00! �0+004 0+001 ~0+00! �0+007 0+001 ~0+00! �0+007 0+001 ~0+00!
population density 0+164 0+119 ~0+17! 0+190 0+120 ~0+11! 0+217 0+116 ~0+06! 0+220 0+117 ~0+06!
urban population (% of total) 0+004 0+003 ~0+13! 0+004 0+003 ~0+13! 0+000 0+003 ~0+91! 0+000 0+003 ~0+90!
polity 0+004 0+002 ~0+02! 0+004 0+002 ~0+03! 0+002 0+002 ~0+30! 0+002 0+002 ~0+33!

intercept �5+522 1+447 ~0+00! �5+224 1+462 ~0+00! 0+966 1+309 ~0+46! 0+919 1+326 ~0+49!
lagged dependent variable 0+795 0+014 ~0+00! 0+793 0+014 ~0+00! 0+829 0+018 ~0+00! 0+829 0+018 ~0+00!

Adjusted R2 0+970 0+970 0+952 0+952
Number of observations/countries 16230133 16130131 12930103 12890103

Notes: 1980 enters the analysis in only the lagged dependent variable and spatial lags+ Country and year fixed effects are estimated for all models but not reported because of space
constraints+ p � 6 t 6 data are in parentheses+



ings, we do not find a statistically significant relationship between trade competi-
tion and air pollution ~SO2!+

Race to the Bottom or Race to the Top?

The findings from previous sections indicate that there are strategic interactions
among trade competitors regarding water pollution+ However, a positive and sta-
tistically significant coefficient for structural equivalence is consistent with a race
to the bottom as well as a race to the top+Would a country respond symmetrically
to both higher and lower levels of environmental regulations in competitor coun-
tries? For example, if country i ’s trade competitors’ weighted average BOD dis-
charges are higher than its own discharges, would we expect that country i ’s BOD
discharges to increase in the following year? Or, when country i ’s trade competi-

TABLE 4. Pollution intensive commodities

SITC Description

Mining
281 Iron ore, concentrates
283 Ores of nonferrous base metals
Primary Nonferrous Metals
681 Silver, platinum, etc+
682 Copper
683 Nickel
685 Lead
686 Zinc
687 Tin
689 Nonferrous base metals
Paper and Pulp
251 Pulp and waste paper
641 Paper and paperboard
642 Articles of paper
Primary Iron and Steel
671 Pig iron
672 Ingots
673 Iron and steel bars
674 Universals, plates
675 Hoops and strips
676 Railway material
677 Iron and steel wire
678 Tubes and fittings
679 Iron, steel castings
Chemicals
513 Inorganic elements
514 Other inorganic chemicals
581 Plastic materials
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tors’ weighted average BOD discharges are lower than its own discharges, would
its water pollution intensities decrease in the following year?

Following Konisky, we estimate an additional model to establish whether the
“trade competition affects pollution” argument holds true separately for down-
ward races and upward races+45 Specifically, we estimate the following model:

yi, t � b0 � wyi, t�1 � x i, t b � rbottom Di, t�1 wi, t�1
struct+equiv+yt�1

� rtop~1 � Di, t�1!wi, t�1
struct+equiv+yt�1 � Ci � Tt � «i, t ~2!

Notice that this is essentially the same model as in equation ~1! except that
first, we delete the spatial lag term for the California Effect because it has no
significant effect on pollution intensity+ Second, we split the spatial lag for trade
competition, rs+e+wi, t�1

Struc+Equiv+yt�1 , of equation ~1! to rbottom Di, t�1 wi, t�1
struct+equiv+yt�1

� rtop~1 � Di, t�1!wi, t�1
struct+equiv+yt�1, Di, t�1 � 1 when yi, t�1 � wi, t�1

struct+equiv+yt�1 , that
is, when country i ’s emission intensity is lower ~as a result of more stringent
regulations and0or of better enforcement! than the weighted average emission
intensity level of its trade competitors’ in the same year t�1 ~we use t�1 instead

45+ Konisky 2007+

TABLE 5. Trade competition and pollution intensity after controlling for
economic similarity: using polluting intensive exports as proxy

Model 11: SO2 Model 12: BOD

Coef. [s Coef. [s

structural equivalence of trade: rse 0+011 0+034 ~0+76! 0+092 0+054 ~0+09!
california effect of trade: rcalifornia 0+028 0+030 ~0+35! 0+071 0+039 ~0+07!
trade salience 0+042 0+025 ~0+10! 0+051 0+035 ~0+15!

fdi stock (% of gdp) �0+007 0+007 ~0+31! �0+010 0+008 ~0+25!
polluting intensive exports (% of exports) �0+004 0+008 ~0+64! �0+001 0+010 ~0+91!
gdp per capita �0+271 0+281 ~0+33! �0+514 0+367 ~0+16!
gdp per capita2 0+013 0+017 ~0+44! 0+026 0+022 ~0+23!
gdp growth �0+005 0+001 ~0+00! �0+007 0+002 ~0+00!
population density �0+066 0+103 ~0+53! 0+233 0+156 ~0+14!
urban population (% of total) 0+010 0+002 ~0+00! 0+003 0+004 ~0+44!
polity 0+001 0+002 ~0+56! �0+001 0+002 ~0+68!

intercept 0+941 1+116 ~0+40! 1+624 1+429 ~0+26!
lagged dependent variable 0+877 0+017 ~0+00! 0+838 0+022 ~0+00!

Adjusted R2 0+985 0+950
Number of observations/countries 1006058 845055

Notes: 1980 enters the analysis in only the lagged dependent variable and spatial lags+ Country and year fixed effects
are estimated but not reported because of space constraints+ p � 6 t 6 data are in parentheses+
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of t because the spatial lag is lagged by one year to mitigate simultaneity bias!;
Di, t�1 � 0 otherwise+ Therefore, the spatial coefficient rbottom is associated only
with cases in which country i ’s emission intensity is lower than the weighted
average of its trade competitor countries at the same year; that is, country i is at
a cost disadvantage relative to its trade competitor countries+46 This implies that
a positive and statistically significant rbottom supports a race to the bottom sce-
nario+ rtop, on the other hand, indicates whether country i follows up with its
trade competitors when they have lower levels of emission intensity as a result
of better environmental regulations and enforcement; a positive and significant
rtop therefore provides evidence for a race to the top scenario+

We estimated models using equation ~2! and report the results in Table 6 ~Mod-
els 13 and 14!+ We find support for a race to the bottom for SO2 ~Model 13! as
well as for BOD ~Model 14!+We find evidence for a race to the top for BOD only+
For SO2, the spatial coefficient ~rtop! associated with the race to top scenario lacks
statistical significance ~p � +34 in a two-tailed test!+ This might explain the statis-
tically insignificant relationship between trade competition and SO2 in Table 1, in

46+ This specification is consistent with Fredriksson and Millimet 2002+

TABLE 6. Race to the bottom or race to the top?

Model 13: SO2 Model 14: BOD

Coef. [s Coef. [s

structural equivalence of trade:
race to the bottom ~rbottom! 0+052 0+030 ~0+08! 0+103 0+038 ~0+01!
race to the top ~rtop! 0+036 0+038 ~0+34! 0+105 0+036 ~0+00!
trade salience 0+005 0+033 ~0+87! �0+002 0+035 ~0+95!

fdi stock (% of gdp) �0+011 0+010 ~0+30! �0+021 0+010 ~0+04!
fuel exports (% of exports) �0+001 0+004 ~0+75! �0+005 0+005 ~0+29!
gdp per capita 0+658 0+350 ~0+06! �0+334 0+317 ~0+29!
gdp per capita2 �0+046 0+021 ~0+03! 0+008 0+019 ~0+68!
industry (% of gdp) 0+003 0+002 ~0+05! 0+001 0+002 ~0+47!
gdp growth �0+004 0+001 ~0+00! �0+007 0+001 ~0+00!
population density 0+098 0+119 ~0+41! 0+238 0+115 ~0+04!
urban population (% of total) 0+007 0+003 ~0+01! 0+000 0+003 ~0+95!
polity 0+005 0+002 ~0+01! 0+002 0+002 ~0+32!

intercept �3+336 1+413 ~0+02! 1+129 1+304 ~0+39!
lagged dependent variable 0+789 0+014 ~0+00! 0+830 0+019 ~0+00!

Adjusted R2 0+969 0+953
Number of observations/countries 16300133 12950104

Notes: Country and year fixed effects not reported because of space constraints+ p � 6 t 6 data are in parentheses+
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which strategic interactions among competitor countries are tested without mak-
ing a distinction between a race to the bottom and a race to the top+

Conclusion

This research note suggests that while concerns about races to the bottom in the
environmental area have some empirical support, the causal story is different from
the portrayal offered by globalization critics as well as some trade–environment
scholars+ Increasing exposure to the global market ~trade salience! is not the cul-
prit behind environmental degradation+ Strategic interactions among structural
equivalent trade competitor countries drive domestic pollution intensities+ There-
fore, a more sophisticated understanding of why countries tend to have different
types of trading portfolios, how they are embedded in different types of trading
networks, and how both of these might be changed is required to better under-
stand the international and interdependent aspects of domestic environmental reg-
ulations and enforcement+

Our research note raises questions for future research+ For example, some trade
agreements privilege “insiders” over “outsiders” and therefore might divert trade
as opposed to create trade+47 Thus, trade agreements will influence the composi-
tion of the trade networks and therefore influence the competitive pressures mem-
ber countries as well as nonmember countries face+ Such less-recognized
consequences of trade agreements need more analysis and scrutiny+ This research
note also suggests that when governments encourage specific sectors for exports—
through subsidies, infrastructure investment, or foreign exchange provision—they
also influence domestic environmental outcomes by changing the positions of the
national economy in the global trade network, thereby subjecting themselves to
different types and levels of competitive pressures+ In a similar vein, multilateral
funding agencies should recognize the environmental implications of their eco-
nomic advice, not only in terms of purely domestic considerations, which they
routinely do via environmental impact analyses, but also in terms of trade
implications+

Our note brings both good and bad news to environmentalists and activist groups
that are worried about the environmental consequences of global trade+ The task
for these groups is to manipulate the trade context in which countries operate with
the objective to encourage upward races or discourage downward races+ Indeed,
environmental groups can harness the trading system to their advantage if they
can identify the key trade competitors of a given country and then work on improv-
ing environmental laws and practices in these competitor countries+ The challenge
is to identify the pressure points and to subject them to political and economic
pressure to improve levels of environmental protection+ Narrowly focusing on an

47+ Lawrence 1996+
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individual country is not enough because of strong externalities of environmental
policies and regulations in trade competitor countries+ Multilateral efforts target-
ing countries belonging to the same group of competitor countries might be better
at dealing with environmental problems+ In sum, while more research is certainly
needed to better understand the intricate connections between trade and environ-
mental regulations, we hope this note has provided a solid foundation for this new
and exciting area of future research+
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